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Assuming that you had the conversation with her, and she accepted your points, she’ll hopefully have given                 
her own examples of things that work, even though she can’t understand how they work. You’ll have an                  
easier time discussing smart phones with her. Then, when you have the discussion about smart phones,                
you’ll refer back to a statement she made, and introduce it in the conversation about smart phones,                 
reminding her that there are many things in life that we don’t understand, but still accept as being true.                   
Smart phones are just another example of that. 
 
Of course, there’ll be other conversations, which you’ll explain, but she won’t accept. You’ll have to create                 
diversions, offer privileges, and Daven, that the next interaction will be an easier one. 
 
I, recently, also, received this next question: 
 
My 9 year old (oldest) daughter got a call from her friend asking if she would go out to the pizza store with                       
her (without anyone else). It just doesn't seem right to me that two 9 year olds go out for pizza. Am I wrong                       
here? If I am right, how do I explain to her that this practice is not age appropriate? 
 
This question has an added component. You’re trying to explain to her that something is wrong, although                 
she has “proof” that it’s not wrong, courtesy of her friends family, who have already approved of it (she’ll                   
claim you also approve of her family, since she’s in the same school as your daughter). 
 
Before you begin to explain things, I’d call your daughter’s friend’s parents. In many cases, these parents                 
may be under the impression that it’s your family who’s the permissive one. If you’re certain that the other                   
family is more permissive, then don’t call them. It’ll only make the situation more complex. 
 
Any conversation which discusses allowing young children to go to a store alone, or with friends,                
will require previous conversations which have succeeded in internalizing the family standards.            
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Your discussion should focus on the fact that not all families have the same standards. Sometimes, some                 
families are more Toradik; other times some families are too busy. It’s easy to have those conversations                 
when you’re not pointing fingers at a specific family, but more difficult to do when your daughter knows                  
about whom you’re talking. 
 
“We may have to talk on the phone to plan how best to do this properly. Let me know when I can call you.” 
Below is a third e-mail sent to me with regard to how to answer children’s questions. 
My five year old wants to know why we can't do many things on Shabbos. I try to focus on what is special                       
about the day. Sometimes towards the end of Shabbos he wants to know when it will be over so he can do                      
Muktza things. 
He has lots of questions about Hashem. In general he is a very curious child and asks lots of questions                    
which are generally ok. (Why do we have shoulder blades? How does the snow melt? Do Goyim also                  
Daven to Hashem.? How are people buried?)These are the easy questions.  
I’m going to respond, but not with the right answers, because that would require you to master significant                  
areas of Torah, which, I assume, you’re not knowledgeable about at this moment. Instead, I’ll try to                 
describe how you should respond. 
 
The first point is an obvious one. He wants both your general attention, and your specific attention, for                  
asking brilliant questions. Let him have it. 
 
Tip #1 Say, “That’s a great question.” 
 
You won’t be able to answer many of the questions. Therefore, even when you think you have the answer,                   
it’s more important to create a balance. If he asks “why does Hashem hate …?”, place it in perspective.                   
Tell him it’s not hate, but that there are reasons why what took place did, and try to convey how complex                     
people are, their needs, and what’s good for them. Finding examples from something that he would                
understand would be very helpful. If he says Mukzah is stupid, respond that it’s not stupid, it’s something                  
whose value he’s too young to appreciate. Again, if you can find an example that he’ll understand, take the                   
time to tell it to him. 
 
Tip #2 Create balance, removing his shock or disbelief. 
 
Saying that we don’t understand, is difficult for kids to hear, because you’re an adult. Instead, offer                 
analogies. We use the microwave even though we have no idea how it works. The same is true with the                    
lights, …. It’s very important to introduce, or “wrap up” your response with something that’s tangible to him. 
 
Tip #3 Give analogies, and even tell stories, since it’ll make it easier for him to understand. In addition,                   
create a diversion, and because he, hopefully, enjoyed the conversation, he’ll think he received a good                
answer. 
 
Questions about the beauty and importance of Shabbos, come from a lack of appreciation for its value, and                  
pleasure. Explaining how beautiful Shabbos is won’t do the “job”, if he doesn’t think Shabbos is fun. 
 
Tip #4 If he has questions on specific Mitzvohs, it may be a sign that he doesn’t appreciate them, and                    
you’ll have to “figure out” how to make them more fun. 
 



You’ll need to read about this subject as much as your free time allows. I’ll attach some things for you to                     
read. Of course, children will always think of topics that you and I have never thought about. If that                   
happens, please e-mail me again. 
 
I hope this was helpful. Let me know if you need more ideas.  
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